
Minutes for July 25, 2017 Meeting of the CCBA 
 

The July 25, 2017 meeting of the CCBA was held in the kitchen of the CC Agricultural 
Extension Office.  President Reggie Endsley brought the meeting to order around 5 
p.m.  The honey house was inoperable for the extraction demonstration, due to a water 
leak.  Reggie explained the procedure to procure use of the house for members.  This 
includes first calling Annie at 704-482-4365, to reserve a time.  Before use, a form is to 
be filled out, ensuring the house is left clean and usable for the next person.  The water 
has been turned off because of the leak, so, to avoid burning the water heater out, be 
sure to have someone turn on the water, which requires turning two valves. 
 

Honey extractors and other equipment can be checked out for home use, as well. 
 

Steve Gibson has designed and built a handy jig to stabilize the frames while removing 
wax cappings.  Reggie demonstrated how to use it.  A scraping fork or comb can be 
used for wax removal, or the long, thin blade of a hot knife.  Reggie keeps his knife hot 
in an insulated mug of very hot water, when not in use, a good tip.  The frames of the 
nine frame hives are much easier to uncap with a knife, as the frames are thicker with 
honey, [less wood ware and more honey].  The scraper will work better for the frames of 
the thinner 10 frame hives.  When using the extractor, begin turning slowly, initially, so 
the foundation is not dislodged from the frame.   
 

Mike and Ellen Keeley used the electric extractor to extract their honey to demonstrate 
for members. 
 

We welcomed a new member, Ronnie Hamrick, who has four hives. 
 

Linda Mazzie, a former member wished to pay her membership dues to renew her 
membership.  She will contact Annie Thompson. 
 

In January, the CCBA will apply to join the farmers market.  At that time, the fee is 
reduced to $35., to be paid annually. 
 

After harvesting honey, members were reminded to test for varroa mites and treat if 
necessary. 
 

At the August meeting, a permanent fix for the roof of the honey house will be 
discussed.  
 

We enjoyed a hot dog feast with all the trimmings.  Thanks to Donna McKinney and her 
husband for preparing this and helping Reggie. 
 

Also, a special thanks to Emanuel Hunt for the delicious pineapple, cream cheese cake 
he made and shared with us.  
 

                                                                                        K.L.  7-25-17 


